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The following was written by Ben Gates in reference to 
attorneys and Bar Associations The "STATE BAR" CARD IS 
NOT A LICENSE!!! It is a "UNION DUES CARD."  The 
"BAR" is a "PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION”; 1. like the 
Actors' Union, Painters' Union, etc. 2. No other association, 
EVEN DOCTORS, issue their own license. 

 ALL ARE ISSUED BY THE STATE. 3. The State Bar is a 
NON-GOVERNMENTAL PRIVATE ASSOCIATION - and 
dues must be current to sustain membership. It is quite 
simple to see that a great fraud and conspiracy has been 
perpetrated on the people of America. The American Bar is 
an offshoot from London Lawyers' Guild and was established 
by people with invasive monopolistic goals in mind. In 1909 
they incorporated this TRAITOROUS group in the state of 
Illinois and had the State Legislature (which was under the 
control of lawyers) pass an unconstitutional law that only 
members of this powerful union of lawyers, called the 
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, THE ABA FOR SHORT, 
could practice law and hold all the key positions in law 
enforcement and the making of laws. 

 At that time, Illinois became an outlaw state and for all 
practical purposes, they seceded from the United States of 
America. The BAR ASSOCIATION then sent organizers to all 
the other states and explained to the lawyers there how much 
more profitable and secure it would be for them, as lawyers, 
to join this union and be protected by its bylaws and 
cannons. They issued to the lawyers in each state a charter 
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from the Illinois organization. California joined in 1927 and 
a few reluctant states and their lawyers waited until the 
1930's to join when the treasonous act became DE FACTO 
and the Citizen's became captives.  

Under this system, the lawyers could guarantee prejudged 
decisions for the privileged class against the lower class. 
This was all made possible by the AMERICAN BAR 
ASSOCIATION to favor the right and have unlawfully 
substituted them in place of Constitutional Laws. 

The Constitution was written in plain English and the 
Statutes passed by Congress were also in plain English, with 
the intent of Congress how each law should be used and not 
the opinions of various Judges as the codes list. 

Any normal person can read the Constitution and Statutes 
and understand them without any trouble. 

The public in California was shocked to learn that the State 
Government has no control or jurisdiction over the Bar 
Association or its members. The state does not accredit the 
law schools or hold Bar examinations. They do not issue 
state licenses to LAWYERS.  

The Bar Association accredits all the law schools, holds their 
private examinations and selects the students they will accept 
in their organization and issues them so-called license but 
keeps the fees for themselves. The Bar is the only one that 
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can punish or disbar a Lawyer.  

********** 
Now there are a few law abiding attorneys. The problem is if 
an attorney does not engage in criminal activities they will be 
quote unquote be disbarred from a NON-
GOVERNMENTAL PRIVATE BAR ASSOCIATION.  

Put another way that is like saying that I can no longer be an 
electrician to support myself and or my family because the 
electrical union decided to ban me from its union. 

The foregoing reasons are why attorneys should only be 
required to pass a state exam and why no BAR association 
should control them.  


